Listening

Task 1

1. The family wants to make a ……… .
   a. dinner
   b. supper
   c. lunch
   d. breakfast

2. They will make…….. .
   a. an apple pie
   b. a berry pie
   c. soup
   d. a pizza

3. They look for ingredients in the……… .
   a. kitchen
   b. dining room
   c. bath room
   d. living room

4. How many apples should they use?
   a. six
   b. four
   c. ten
   d. eight

5. They don’t have any ……… .
   a. salt for pie
   b. sugar for pie
   c. eggs for pie
   d. milk for pie

6. How much butter do they need?
   a. 100 kilograms
   b. 100 grams
   c. 2000 grams
   d. 10 grams

Task 2

7. What is the girl’s name?
   a. Luka
   b. Lana
   c. Loren
   d. Lucy

8. What is her surname?
   a. More
   b. Moore
   c. Morr
   d. Moole

9. What class is she in?

10. How old is she?
    a. 30
    b. 13
    c. 33
    d. 10

11. What does she want in the library?
    a. a school card
    b. a book
    c. a school library card
    d. a credit card

Task 3

12. What would he like to have?
    a. salad
    b. soup
    c. burger
    d. fruit

13. Which one he would like?
    a. double burger
    b. double cheeseburger
    c. cheeseburger
    d. burger

14. What would he like as a dessert?
    a. ice cream
    b. an apple cake
    c. a banana cake
    d. nothing

15. What would he like to drink?
    a. cola
    b. milk
    c. orange juice
    d. apple juice

16. What is his table number?
    a. 6
    b. 4
    c. 5
    d. 3

17. How much should he pay??
    a. 8
    b. 8.30
    c. 8.37
    d. 7
18. How much money did he give?
   a. 30
   b. 20
   c. 10
   d. 40

19. How much money did he get back?
   a. 1.30
   b. 1.20
   c. 1.63
   d. 1.10

**Task 4**

20. Which platform does the train to Cambridge leave?
    a. platform 13
    b. platform 33
    c. platform 10
    d. platform 3

21. Where is the passenger going?
    a. London
    b. New York
    c. Liverpool
    d. Manchester

**Reading**

Read the text and choose a, b, c, or d

**Task 1**

Most people have only seen polar bears in a zoo. Polar bears live in the north, around the area of the Arctic Ocean. They live near the shoreline of the Arctic Ocean; polar bears are found in Greenland, Norway, Alaska northern Russia and northern Canada. They live on the sea ice around the edges of the Arctic Ocean where the water is not too deep and where many seals and other marine animals live. Polar bears are very large animals. Adult males can weigh up to 700 kg. Polar bears have two layers of fur and a thick layer of fat to keep their body warm. Their favorite food is seal but they will sometimes eat beluga whales, narwhals or walruses. They catch seals by standing on the ice and waiting for the seals to come to the surface to breathe.

Polar bears have a very good sense of smell so they know where on the ice to stand and wait. They also have skills of hunters. Polar bears do not eat fish because most fish in the Arctic Ocean live in deeper water and the polar bears can’t reach them. Polar bears can swim. They can also dive but no one knows how deep they can dive. In many areas of the Arctic they are able to hunt on the ice year round. In places where the ice melts in the summer, the bears live on land.

22. What is the price of his ticket?
    a. 13.50
    b. 13
    c. 15
    d. 15.50

23. Where is the next passenger going?
    a. Liverpool
    b. Manchester
    c. London
    d. Oxford

24. What platform does the train to London leave from?
    a. Platform 1
    b. Platform 5
    c. Platform 3
    d. Platform 2

25. What time is the train to London?
    a. 4:20
    b. 3:30
    c. 3:20
    d. 4:30

26. Where can you see polar bears?
    a. in Greenland, Poland and Alaska
    b. in zoo
    c. around and near shoreline of Arctic Ocean
    d. in northern Canada

27. What kind of living situation is good for polar bears?
    a. if there are too many seals
    b. if there are deep and cold water
    c. if there are ice edges, not a deep water
    d. if there are seals and deep water
28. Polar bears favorite food is ……… .
   a. beluga whales only
   b. only small fish
   c. seals and whales
   d. seals
29. Why are polar bears good hunters?
   a. They don’t know how to swim.
   b. They wait for too long.

Task 2

Cactus is a plant that grows well in hot, dry places. These plants like lots of sun and they don’t need much water. You can find them in the southwestern part of the United States, in Mexico, and in parts of Central and South America. Cactus can store water in its thick stems. Instead of leaves, it has spines. These spines have sharp points that hurt you if you touch them. They protect the plant from animals. They also have flowers.

These plants have many shallow roots. These roots are close to the surface so the plant can save a lot of water in a short time if there is rain. Cactus can also save water through its stems so it can get water from fog in the air. Cactus grows very slowly. These plants can live for a long time, because of all their special features. Cactus makes good house plants. A small cactus is inexpensive and easy to look after.

31. Cactus is a plant that ........
   a. grows well in hot and dry places
   b. grows well on wet areas
   c. needs much water
   d. does not like sun and water
32. What does cactus have instead of leaves?
   a. spines
   b. stems
   c. flowers
   d. shallow roots
33. Why does cactus need spines?
   a. To save the water
   b. To protect it from outside world

Vocabulary and Grammar
Read the sentences and choose a, b, c, or d

36. The film was really ........ I nearly fell asleep.
   a. exciting
   b. boring
   c. funny
   d. interesting
37. Sam is so ........ . He pays for everything when we go out.
   a. lazy

34. Where does cactus save the water?
   a. in roots
   b. in spines
   c. in flowers
   d. in stems and roots
35. Why does the cactus live for a long time?
   a. It can live without water; grow in hot and dry places.
   b. It does not need care.
   c. It is difficult to look after.
   d. It is a flower and needs special treatment.

38. Anna’s new phone doesn’t work. She is going to take it ............... to the store.
   a. away
   b. back
   c. on
   d. there
39. When it’s ………. it’s really difficult to sit outside for hours.
   a. warm
   b. freezing
   c. cloudy
   d. soft

40. When your hands and face are wet, you use this to make it dry.
   a. towel
   b. scarf
   c. hat
   d. soap

41. A tall structure or building is a ………. 
   a. lorry
   b. wall
   c. room
   d. tower

42. A………… has got spots on its skin.
   a. kangaroo
   b. bear
   c. koala
   d. giraffe

43. John is sorry for being late. He……… the bus.
   a. left
   b. met
   c. missed
   d. found

44. When you want to eat something that means you are ……….
   a. sleepy
   b. thirsty
   c. hungry
   d. tired

45. The Smiths ……… an expensive car last year.
   a. spent
   b. paid
   c. bought
   d. held

46. You cannot carry things in it.
   a. trainers
   b. pocket
   c. bag
   d. rucksack

47. Chairs and tables are made of this. It is difficult to break.
   a. wood
   b. straw
   c. glass
   d. paper

48. Mike wants to light up the room. He needs ……….
   a. a candle
   b. a stick
   c. a fork
   d. a carpet

49. Something very frightening and unsafe is ……….
   a. dangerous
   b. amazing
   c. lovely
   d. huge

50. To put something back or in a new position.
   a. repay
   b. replace
   c. repeat
   d. replay

51. His ……… singer is Michael Jackson. He likes him a lot.
   a. famous
   b. favourite
   c. dangerous
   d. interesting

52. They are going to ……… for Paris tomorrow.
   a. sit down
   b. set off
   c. look up
   d. get up

53. We usually keep books on a ……….
   a. arm chair
   b. floor
   c. dining table
   d. shelf

54. This type of boat needs the wind to move
   a. A ship.
   b. A rowboat.
   c. A ferry boat.
   d. A sailboat.

55. A dark eyewear that protects you from the sun.
   a. Sunlight.
   b. Sunrise.
   c. Sun tan.
   d. Sunglasses.

56. The terrifying beast …………… into the forest.
   a. disappeared
   b. scared
   c. laughed
   d. understood
57. Two days before Friday is………. 
   a. Wednesday.
   b. Saturday.
   c. Sunday.
   d. Tuesday.
58. Lasha has a birthday this week. Let’s buy ……. for him.
   a. a friend
   b. a present
   c. a play
   d. a lesson
59. We gave mum a ……. bunch of flowers,
   a. lovely
   b. clever
   c. calm
   d. interesting
60. A group of people who play against another group.
   a. family
   b. orchestra
   c. band
   d. team
61. Mark used a hammer to ……. the fence.
   a. pull
   b. dig
   c. hit
   d. mend
62. Parrots have got colourful ……….
   a. eyes
   b. feet
   c. teeth
   d. feathers
63. Anna knows the text very well. She is ……….
   a. afraid
   b. confident
   c. dormant
   d. hungry
64. A type of tall grass which grows in tropical areas,
   a. bamboo
   b. leaf
   c. rose
   d. plant
65. The place where the pilot sits in an airplane,
   a. kitchen
   b. cockpit
   c. equipment
   d. tool
66. Tom wanted to ……. a difficult task to his friend.
   a. become
   b. explain
   c. made
   d. like
67. She went ……. to her room.
   a. above
   b. on
   c. straight
   d. along
68. Two days ago I moved to a new house but I haven’t got any plates, cups and …….. yet.
   a. cellar
   b. walls
   c. furniture
   d. floor
69. Someone who is the first to make or think of something.
   a. dentist
   b. doctor
   c. inventor
   d. builder
70. This troll is awful and very ……….
   a. ugly
   b. great
   c. nice
   d. light
71. Zebras have got black and white ……….
   a. name
   b. nails
   c. stripes
   d. hair
72. Dragons, unicorns, vampires, and wizards are not real. They are ……… creatures.
   a. big
   b. imaginary
   c. thirsty
   d. hungry
73. We saw a strange cow. Its ……… were decorated with flowers and its head was decorated with ribbons.
   a. legs
   b. horns
   c. arm
   d. head
74. Do you want to make a salad? We have everything! But we also need olive oil and ……….
   a. forks
75. The street was ……. and muddy.
   a. freezing  b. nice  c. sparkling  d. dusty

76. My Dad's birthday is in …….. December.
   a. the  b. -  c. a  d. an

77. I usually wake up early in …….. morning.
   a. -  b. the  c. a  d. an

78. We often have lunch………. midday.
   a. on  b. at the  c. at  d. in the midday

79. Kate was born …….. the 2nd of October.
   a. at  b. on  c. in  d. from

80. Kelly …….. biscuits for breakfast 2 days ago.
   a. has eaten  b. eats  c. ate  d. was eating

81. …….. it often rain in Dubai?
   a. Do  b. Was  c. Does  d. Did

82. They haven't got…….. money to buy a house.
   a. an  b. a  c. any  d. some

83. My friends …….. a gift for me recently.
   a. have bought  b. buy  c. bought  d. were buying

84. I don't like hot weather, but Sue………..